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ABSTMCT: Ordinary application of mathematicaf ecolory ean give nonsense as
well as insight.
Two recent examples illustrate
some general points;other
general considerations show the value of a diversity
of approaches to ecologieal
theory.
Prediction and optimization can also be misleading.
Verbal- and other
kinds of theory do d.ifferent things; the judgrnent of one by the stand.ard.s of
another leads to caricature.
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Introduction
f\ro recent papers in the American Naturalist
exempliflr unusually clearly
with mathematical ecology.
Some general comments on
some of the difficulties
I discuss reasons why one can,
such problems follow my specific critique.
although using ordinary premises valid.ly in the usual way, prod"uce nonsense as
the examples are merely convenient recent ones.
well as enlightenment;
Examples
of the Lotka-Volterra
GiIl (1971+) uses stand.ard J-nterpretations
equations
to reach the astonishing conclusion that resource (exploitative)
competition
When one confronts this
to competitive exclusion,
can never 1ead, by itself,
Given two or more species
conclusion with the biology, however, i.t eollapses.
with the sene ultimately
regulating resource, which thereby fixes 5r one species
Or it may
may simply be better at finding the resource than the other species.
0r it may need less of
survive longer when the resouree is in short supply.
the resource per ind.ivid.ual and. so the same environment may appear to it more
coarse-grained.
uncler broadly
One d.oesntt need equations to show that each case will,
A11 one needs to d.o is
realized assr:nptions, lead to competitive exclusion.
fol1ow the biology of reproduction and note the absence of a counterbalancing
MacArthurrs graphical proced.ure
force until the extinction of all but one species.
(fg:Ar I9T2; Vand.errneer,19?3) translates these words to geometry and may be
clearer to sone people, but it has no more inforrnation than the vord.s (relative
to the present conclusion) and. need.s the same assumptions.
Narnkoongand Roberd.s (rgtl+) use age-c1ass d.ata for a plot of redwoods, the
Bosch in turn derived. his d.ata
d.ata being copied. from a paper by Bosch (fpff).
And Roy's data come from a paper by Fritz (l-gzg),
from a paper by Roy (tg66).
Tn thiFr eadlr.eneesome interesting
things happen. Most strikingly,
the first
two of the seven age classes in the 1974 table are absent from that of 1929,
spanning these classes has the notation, "0-2OO years--unknolv'ntt.
where the interval
for old.er trees
So what happened.? As well as lumping Fritz I s 100-year intervals
Roy gave 695 as the number of trees younger than 200
into 200-year intervals,
statements that there r.rere 1263 trees that
years.
This is derived from Fritzfs
-This
being its

paper was rejected. by the Ameriean Natural-ist,
(tnen) lack of headings.
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were over 12 inches in diameter at breast height (lSH) and, 567 trees that
both were over lB inches DBH (sic) and had their ages d.etermined. as over
2OO years.
An unknown number of trees cut d.ownwere me&sured (and so includ.ed
in the f2&) but were unsuitable for age d.etermination beeause of rotted centers
and the like; there is also no correction for the probable age bias in such
factors.
Moreover, in ad.d.ition to these two biases and the discrepancy between
12 and 18 inches DBH, diar:leter is a poor criterion
of age for redwood.s (noy,
f956) and. there is no evid.ence given that 12 inches DBH even approximates the
average diameter of 200-year-old. trees in a mature stand..
Bosch (fgff)
restricted
Roy's class of O-2OOyears to 20-200 years (lut
kept the number 696 tor it) and ad.d.ed.a class of younger trees vith 1OOOmembers.
This last class rnay be derived. from Royfs statement, "Not counting more than 1OOO
trees und.er 12 inches in d.ianeter.
. t' Application
of this sentence would.
equate 12 inches DBH with 20 years rather than 200, stil-l without evid.ence.
Fritz had said. of trees und"er 12 inehes DBH that "there are certainly
much more
than a thousand.tt. Boschf s new class alternatively
may be d.erived from Royts
statement that, in general, ttthe average well stocked acre supports nearly 1000
stems aL 20 years".
But the plot censused.for Fritzfs
paper was of 30 acres,
not 1, ancl moreover Royrs statement eomes from a stud.y by Bruce (fgaS).
Brucers
ficrrra rafarq +o the new growth that appears after logging, not to equilibrir:m
replacement, and. exclud.es all stems less than 2.5 inehes DBH. Such earelessness
with d.ata seems commonand is cornpatible with the view that facts are a necessary
(A !'test" of an
evilr usefirl only as specific examples of pre-existing
theory.
obvious truth is mostly a test of the accuracy of the data. )
Ecological

assumptions

I find.lt
less interesting
to see exactly what went wrong with Gillrs
argr:rnent, because f d.onrt believe that mathematical ecology can me,ke any such
proofs.
In populatlon genetics, a closely alIied. subJect, there are und.erlying
regularities
in transmissionn originn and recombination of genes. fhese
regularities
are vel1 und.erstood". Departures from them are easily handled., but
the necessary ad.d.ition of a complex superstructure
creates some problems of
applicability.
Neverthel-ess much of the theory is wid.ely true and it has
illuminated. part of the mechani.sm of evolution.
But the theory must merge vith
ecology, developmental biology,
and other subJects to be really explanatory.
Now, for the nost part (d.espite various probings) it lumps into ecology and. even
the phenotype in general and stops.
The fund.amental processes in ecology are the growbh and. regulation
of
populations.
We canrt treat the evolution of ind.ivid.uals as we can that of genes;
populations give the lowest workable unit.
Tt is possible to calcul-ate an analoo
(or in general the
of the population growth rate r
5 of Van Valen, f973a)
3 experimentally (Van Valen,
fnr inrlirrirlrrq'lq and f have in 3 fact d.one this
Honever, a detailed. theory at this level rapid.ly becomes
1968 and. unpublished.).
populations grow in different
inordinately
complex. And unfortunately
ways.
There is no theory that is detailed., generalo anil trueo unlike the case on the
comparable J-evel in population genetics.
rl'Ihan+a]r'lo- is that when we use the good approximate theory based on logistic
growth to d.rav conelusions, we d.on't knov to what extent the conclusion d.epend.s
To the extent that we d.o know thiso
on the true aspects or on the approximations.
we have supported. our conefusions by information
outside the theory.
Sometimes
such information
is all that is necessaryr aniL the formal theory itsel-f is
superfluous.
fn other cases the additional- lnformation,
which may take the for:n
of another theory, is itself
approximate but in a d.ifferent vay.
ltre can then
*Eqe4v
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of ind.ependent
hope that, as Levins (f955) put it, truth is the intersection
is the only basis for conclusions,
the theory itself
But more frequently
1ies.
(Cifffs
conclusion
need.s,
anfl all such conclusions must be sharply suspect.
arnong other thingso the coumon assumption that resource eompetition is at
This is often falsen as
least as severe within species as among species.
for competition for grass by sheep and. eattle. ) When mathematical assumptions
biologists
should consider
rather than biologica,l ones seem too restrictive,
creating their ovn mathematics (cf . B}:r:l, L9T3; Jolicoeur and Heusner , I97I;
Van Valen , 1961, 197)+b; Wright , t92I) ,
Many theories are true when their assr:mptions are not, but if any general
statement about a class of such cases can be macle, it can be transformed into
An original
assumption
assr.rmption in the theories themselves.
a more realistic
or the theory may need to be derived in d.ifferent ways for
may be generalized,
d.ifferent cases. In theories as in faces r beauty can be an artifact.
Verbal

arguments

They think that
Mathematical ecologists often d.istrust verbal argunents.
f
fuzzy and can easily give wrong answers.
such arguments are necessarily
A face
think that mathematical arguments are as subJect to the same failings.
of precision can be achieved. by ignoring the fuzziness of the real world as
What are now called. fuzzy
the real causal structure.
wel-1 as by abstracting
discovered (Van Valen, 195\) because of the
sets (Zad.eh, f965) vere first
groups, Fuzzy logic remains unpublished. as a precise
imprecision of biological
I, at least, find. it easier to gloss over
tool for dealing with imprecision.
assr.mptions in mathematical arguments than in verbal ones (cf. Lakatos,
, A verbal argument can be as tight as a syrnbolic one; both can be
fg&-f96\)
for a
fhe cornmonpreJud.ice against verbal argument is curious
misused.
sand.
subJect like eeology whose mathematicaL found.ations are of shifting
Optimization

and pred.iction

It is often assumed that, as Cody (fgtt+) put it, "As all important processes
and. patterns in biology are prod.ucts of natural selectionn it is somewhat
context. " But it is far
in a biological
tautologous to speak of optinization
There are many mechanisms for nonadaptive
it is often false.
from tautologous;
and even inad.aptive evofution (Van Valenr 1960; ef. also Van Valen, 197)+).
One ad.aptation can preclude another for developmental or energetic re&sonst
optimization at one level of sel-ection can conflict with that at another'
factors can determine vhich adaptive peak is climbed, and
chance or historical
so on. Examples come easily once one thinks they can, anil Codyrs statement is
Brid.gest inJunction to geneticists to "treasure
more extreme than his thought.
ft is, moreovero far from a trivial
your exceptionstrapplies
to optimizers too.
question to ask exactly what naturaf sefection at any one leve1 maximizes.
(I betieve that the ansver from one viewpoint is energy control and from another
cf. Van Valen, 1973b. )
is nothing at all:
An emphasis on pred.iction is dangerous when it is made at the expense of
Contrad.ictory theories often give
attention to the structure of the thoery.
the same predictions for some phenomena (cf. the three current theories for
If one hasnrt thought of all possible afternative
molecular evolution).
of the
theories, prediction is less useful as a test than is investigation
in
of the d.eductions from them. Our belief
assumptions and. the valid.ity
test that Darwin proposed. for his (verbal)
evolulion isnrt based on the critical
unknown that the supposed. unfalsifiability
theory; in fact the test is sufficiently
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of its orrn. Darwin noted that if there is any
of the theory has a literature
structr:re of one species that benefits only other species, his theory could not
apply.
GhiseLin (fg5g) tras discussed other tests that Darnrin made. A maJor
(which f have
in evolution remains its d.ed.uctive structure
reason for our belief
fo:malized., as of its state in 1838, in unpublished. work) and its assumptions
A theory can have more than one
from the everyday experience of naturalists.
derivation
and so cannot be d.isproved. by d.isproving a d.erivation.
For a
is the reverse of Popperrs parad.igm; proof
d.ed.uctively based. theory the situation
is possible and. disproof is not.
Comparison of methods
Verbal and mathematical arguments have different
roles in ecological theory.
As a general property of the world, causal chains have the same formal structure
as many d.eductive argr:ments; eausation is the ircage of inplication
in this
is conrnonly overlooked., but is why parts
mapping. fhis funtiamental relationship
of mathematics represent the real world. dynamically as well as statically,
in
process as well as in form.
The isomorphlsm resolves in one vay a problem which
Wigner (rg6O) called. ttthe empirical law of epistemologlrtt that physical laws are
Any function
more accurate than the d.ata available when they were formulated..
representing a real- process can be derived in a manner isomorphic to the causal
process it represents.
fron an equation or a graph
To get dynanie information
the structure of this
or explicit;
requires at least a short deduction, implicit
Moreover, both causation
d.eduction is that of the eausal process of interest.
and deduetive mathematics ean be regarded in two ways. One, the more usual for
causation, is as a temporal sequence. The other, now the more usual for
physics, is as a timelessn immanent, overall
mathematics and. theoretical
The manipulations of mathematics perrnit knowled.ge of causal structure
d.escription.
Symbols can be manipulated. more easily
that is not apparent from inspection.
In ecology, so far,
than word.s, so mathenatics can tell us what might be true.
this is all it can do in nost eases.
that the cond.itions of manipulation impose,
To get beyond. the restrictions
we can use word.s. Some problems are more easily, or (in practice) only,
The evid.ence bearing on the regulation
of trophic levels
expressible verbally.
(Van Valen, 1973a) is of this sort, although May (fgfS) nas given a nice
of one hypothesis,
Word.s then give us
mathematical treatment of the structure
but in a elumsy way.
reality
Sometimes the c}:msiness can be removed.l the conceptual anteced.ents of the
The basic prineiple
of the equilibrium
formal theory may then be forgotten.
applied to island biotas by MacArthur and. Wilson
theory of speeies turnover,
(tg6}), had been developed with minimal quantification
by Simpson (r9\l+) and
(Lyellrs estimate or guess of 1 species extinction
Lye1l (1832) for paleontology.
per year is remarkably close to mine. ) Schmathausen (r9l+5, and
and. origlnation
even in the bowd.lerized t9\9 transl-ation) fraa distinguished the concepts of r
and K seleetion without giving them nanes. These anteced.ents do not negate, but
give perspective to, the important recent ailvances.
of mathematics into word.s (and. the converse) is a neglected.
The translation
Such verbal eoncepts as niche vid.th and intensity of competition do not
subJect.
A translation
is of course necessary
well reflect
their mathematical counterparts.
when mathematics is used, but it requires care for both the concepts and the
ft is not rare to find. even undefined synbols, anil.
behavior of the synbols.
carefessness with concepts is perhaps the rul-e.
relaxing these very
of mathematics lnhibit
the constraints
Add.itionally,
For instance, ultimate regulatory factors of
constraints even vhere possible.
They come naturally
population d.ensity are not yet part of mathematical ecology.
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(Lack, 195\), but their very existence has
out of a verbal analysis of reality
been questloned bJ' excelLent mathematical ecologists because current theory has
no plaee for them. fhey happen to be at the next level of abstraction
from current
but the mathematical framework is nanow
theory arrd. are mathematically tractable,
enough to have prevented their d.iscovery there.
For d.iversity
A peeuliarity
of the view that there is only one way to do population biology
(or anything else) is the attribution
of oners own motives and. questions to
workers with d.ifferent approaches. The concl-usion is predictable:
the other
to oners own. Thus Lewontin (f97a) interpreted. the
approaehes are inferior
classical work of the British ecological geneticists
as if they have been trying
to prove that natural selection is a predominant evolutionary
forceg he concluded.
that they have not d.one this very we1I. But the British ecological geneticists
donft stop studying a species or character when they find. that natural selection
is operating on it, as they would. if Lewontinfs motive were theirs.
This is
in the equally basic but very d.ifferent
Bhey are interested
Just the beginning.
question of hov natural selection in fact operates.
They take its importance
granted.
for
There are d.ifferent ways to do theory, ancl each has its l-imitations.
f
phenotypic
not
such
appraoches
as
ecology,
systems
have
consid.ered.
ecology,
paleoecology, physiological
ecology, and theory resulting from
analytical
lntensive study of organisms as organisms. Each has its advantages, but only
what is caIled. mathematieal ecology seems to suffer from delusions of omnipotence.
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